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Following a series of thought leading policies, like Cloud First and the Open Government 

Directive, in May 2012 the Whitehouse announced a powerful single framework to unite 

them together, described in their white paper Digital Government: Building a 21
st
 Century 

Platform to Better Serve the American People. 

This document proposes that this provides the ideal best practice to emulate for Canada, to 

provide their own missing Digital Economy strategy, and that the core Apps Store 

architecture offers the solution to the nations Innovation Gap. 
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Executive Overview – Addressing Canada’s 

Innovation Gap 
Canada has a dreaded “Innovation Gap”, documented by many academic research reports, 

including grading the country with a ‘D for Innovation’. 

The research has highlighted Canada lacks a culture of innovation, and as a 

result Canadian businesses invest less in new technologies than their counterparts in 

other countries, especially the USA.  

Further compounding this situation is that as as research from industry body CATA 

highlights, Canada is also experiencing a declining shortage of venture capital for new 

start-ups. There is a desperate need to attract new innovations and financing. 

GovCloud Computing 

At the same time initiatives such as Shared Services Canada and the Drummond Report 

call for government to drive large-scale cost reductions to combat growing deficits that 

threaten to drag down economic growth. 

This white paper explains that Cloud Computing is a uniquely powerful technology 

because it offers a single route to a solution to both problems. It can provide a catalyst 

and platform to ignite more home-grown tech innovation as a result of saving costs. 

In particular we will focus on the 

potential for new "Government Cloud 

Hubs", where different levels of 

Government collaborate to maximize 

cost-savings for taxpayers, such as 

municipalities buying from 

‘upstream’ State-level providers. 

This can be achieved through a 

‘Government Apps Store’, publishing 

software to a service catalogue for 

others to consume via self-service. 

Pioneering these new approaches 

would not only generate cost-savings 

but also support a local industry 

investment and growth focus. 

http://www.readwriteweb.com/cloud/2012/01/idc-new-govt-cloud-architectur.php
http://www.readwriteweb.com/cloud/2012/01/idc-new-govt-cloud-architectur.php
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Open Data - Digital Fuel 

for the 21st Century 
The mastermind behind the ignition of the 

Cloud Computing wave in America, Vivek 

Kundra, recently acted as the Whitehouse CIO 

and has now moved on to join Salesforce.com, 

leading the launch of their new GovCloud service. 

He continues his vision for Cloud Computing in Government in a white paper also recently 

released, called ‘Digital Fuel for the 21
st
 Century’ (21-page PDF). 

In this document Vivek describes his involvement in creating a revolution through Open 

Data, a revolution that has provided citizens with the tools for them to drive higher 

standards in Government, ending corruption amongst other hugely important advances. 

 ‘Citizen journalists’ is the term used to describe members of the public who write blogs to 

provide reporting about Government and so in the same ‘citizen developers’ are the 

individuals who are creating new software applications that adds new value to government 

data. 

No one asks them to and often they’re not paid, but they see a need in the market that no 

one else does and they create a service to fulfil that need, because the relevant government 

agency has enabled them to do so by publishing the data they use. 

Given the objectives of this paper it’s this ‘Open Data effect’ that’s critical, most notably 

the role it is playing in attracting new investment capital to the start-ups who are creating 

these apps. 

As Vivek describes in the case of Brightscope, a start-up analyzing 401(k) data from the 

Department of Labor, they attracted $3 million in their first year. 

This can also be seen within an overall trend of “Crowdfunding”, where the USA also 

recently created legislation that enables entrepreneurs to raise start-up investment through 

online group methods. 

“These are truly grassroots ventures. The democratization of government data 

revealed an enormous appetite for civic participation. This approach ushered in a 

new age of participatory democracy, one in which technology is developed by the 

people, for the people.” 

 

http://www.hks.harvard.edu/presspol/publications/papers/discussion_papers/d70_kundra.pdf
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NYC Digital – Cloud Roadmap for the 

Digital City 

These same themes are continued at the Municipal level 

too. 

In the case of New York their best practices are 

powerfully articulated through their Roadmap for the Digital 

City (65-page PDF). 

This really does offer the poster child reference model for 

Digital Economy innovation leadership. 

Their program blends together foundations of Open Government, Citizen engagement, 

universal Internet access and an industry stimulation focus to communicate an exciting 

vision of Policy Leadership that will encourage and enable a new generation of 

entrepreneurs. 

With goals of attracting new engineering talent to the city and providing technology to 

support more entrepreneurism, they’re accurately linking investments in social media and 

IT platforms to meaningful outcomes. 

They operate over 200 social media channels, blogs, newsletters and mobile applications, 

and wire these up to citizen interfaces like 311 services, with the heart of this technology 

described as the Cloud-based Open Data API: 

“The single greatest request from the developer community was nearly uniform: a 

RESTful Read/Write api, or Application Programming Interface, for public data and 

services. Some commentators added that open source software will ensure that data is 

easily, lawfully extractable and processable. Developers also advocated for a secure, 

cloud-based infrastructure to ensure scalability. An api enables different software 

programs to communicate with each other, supporting an ecosystem of tools and 

features powered by an application.” 

They explain how this technology platform will play a central role in enabling them to 

realize a compelling vision: 

“The City of New York will build on this success by embracing the opportunity to become 

the world’s most comprehensively Open Government. Using technology to enable even 

greater access to information and services, the City of New York, led by doitt, will create 

a powerful nyc Platform that supports innovation, efficiency, and economic growth.” 

  

http://www.nyc.gov/html/media/media/PDF/90dayreport.pdf
http://www.nyc.gov/html/media/media/PDF/90dayreport.pdf
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Where the traditional key to the city was awarded to conquering roman warriors, the Open 

Data API is the digital equivalent for rampaging open data software engineers. Both award 

a more trusted status and access to the city’s precious resources. 

As the term suggests an API key provides you the mechanism to gain access information 

and applications secured to others, so that you can write software that then reads this data 

and acts on it, or so that it can send data back. In short it enables software developers to 

write software ‘on top of’ other software. 

Again the key point to highlight is the role these developments have played in attracting 

new venture financing. NYC describes how these open data projects secured $6m in 

venture capital, meaning that this strategy offers multiple simultaneous benefits of cost 

reduction, economic development and customer value innovation - Citizens enjoy better 

linked up web 2.0 systems; new types of software has been invented that wouldn’t have 

occurred within a government culture. 

Citizen CRM 2.0 

This last part is the key benefit when considering the 

technology piece. 

Via open standards like Open311 software vendors can 

consolidate around a single common standard for government 

and citizen interaction online. This can harmonize the citizen 

experience across multiple legacy applications and stove-

piped department structures. 

On page 43 of the NYC Road Map document they describe 

how “Digital acts as the translation layer”, meaning that the traditional department 

structure of government is made transparent to the citizen – All they experience is a unified 

service via these online channels. 

Furthermore via an Apps Store approach governments can also publish more modular 

applications for e-services like bill payment. This can enable agencies to reuse the common 

standard for this function and continue the simplified user experience. 

With government processes their critical weak point is they’re overly bureaucratic. This 

means they carry a higher cost burden than they should, and they make life difficult for 

citizens. 

New York is making available numerous open data feeds, like ‘locations of subway 

entrances’ and ‘local events and festivals’, and then they are running apps competitions, so 

that inventive entrepreneurs will combine the two in some innovative fashion. They’re 

enabling citizens to identify the process bottleneck and fix it. 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Freedom_of_the_City
http://wiki.open311.org/Main_Page
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By targeting program areas like ‘Emergency Management’ then they’re creating the 

potential for efficiency improvements in key areas that citizens value greatly. 

This is especially important to the goal of reducing costs. The SOCITM ‘Better Served’ 

report describes a ‘Cost To Serve’ ratio explaining how much each different CRM channel 

costs government to serve citizens: 

 Face to face : £7.40 

 Telephone: £2.90 

 Web: 32p 

This clearly demonstrates that agencies that have not yet embraced modern technology for 

their business processes will be costing Government twenty times more than those who 

have, and are therefore where the bulk of real cost-savings could be found. The fact that 

then also stimulates more innovation and attracts venture financing shows just how potent 

the field is. 

Digital Government – Fuelling the App Economy 

With this in mind the Digital Government paper then describes how the principles should 

be applied at the national level. 

It provides a single, unifying policy that integrates others which address customer service 

for citizens, openness and accountability, digital identity and the 25-point IT modernization 

Cloud First agenda, and targets them through an enterprise architecture intended to 

accelerate the use of mobile and Web 2.0 applications. 

They propose that agencies should form a shared services strategy to share best practices in 

these new media areas, helping agencies develop web APIs and use more open CMS. 

GovCloud Innovation Hubs 
The central theme of the Government Cloud not just as an IT system but more importantly 

as a platform for innovation, and even more importantly, how this offers potential for 

entirely new models for how it is financed. 

The critical point to highlight here is how this is changing the dynamics of how 

Government IT is actually funded and created. The open data ventures described earlier 

attract Venture Capital to fund the development of new Government IT applications, not 

using taxpayer’s monies to do so, AND it stimulated new innovations and improved 

customer service too. 

http://www.socitm.net/downloads/download/382/better_served_customer_access_efficiency_and_channel_shift
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PaaS – Modular 

Innovation Platform 

This platform for innovation is defined 

in the Cloud Computing models. 

Open Data can be seen as the ideal 

companion for the Cloud Service 

Model that NIST call ‘PaaS’ – 

Platform as a Service, when we see 

both within this context, as ultimately it is principally about citizen empowerment and 

decision-making democratization. 

Building a PaaS strategy is the same dynamic. It includes building a standardized service 

catalogue amongst other elements but fundamentally the key point is about developer 

enablement. 

SaaS (Software as a Service) is for business users and PaaS is for software developers, and 

the Platform makes it easier for them to create new applications quicker. In short it can be 

a mechanism for delegating authority to a new audience of software developers. 

In their case they define PaaS as the layer that features all platform software (e.g. Apache 

Web Server, Websphere, Oracle Database Server) required by the application, so that the 

client need only provide and manage the application software (or business logic) and 

content. 

This area is described in detail in another of our white papers, Canadian Government 

Cloud Computing best practices, where they describe: 

“In addition to the IaaS and PaaS services, shared applications will also be 

provided as part of a Software as a Service (SaaS) set of offerings. Examples 

include a shared eMail service or a shared Collaboration service. These 

applications will reside within the same shared domain as the shared PaaS set of 

services. This will enable SaaS applications to leverage the shared PaaS services 

to the greatest extent possible (ie. for SaaS applications to be hosted on the PaaS 

services.” 

This is part of a broader ‘GC Community Cloud’ program which defines an overall multi-

tenant ‘Federal Cloud’ architecture. 

http://canadacloud.files.wordpress.com/2012/01/govcloudcanada.pdf
http://canadacloud.files.wordpress.com/2012/01/govcloudcanada.pdf
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G-Cloud: SME Worlds 

How a government Cloud architecture can cater for this innovation enablement is also 

reflected in the UK initiative, `G-Cloud`, the program from the Cabinet Office to also 

define a federal-level Cloud program for the country. 

Last year we ran a webinar, Open Government Canada, where we profiled these 

government cloud strategies from around the world, and Andy MacLeod, Head of Public 

Sector for Cisco UK, explains an introduction in his slide deck. 

From slide 8 he explains how the G-Cloud model specifies a blueprint for Shared Service 

application design, like operating a single platform for email and collaboration, and then on 

Slide 9 shows how it can be driven by 5 different technical domains, “worlds”: 

 “Shared world” – What can be shared, should be shared. Common shared systems 

for all too use. 

 “Testing world” – I don’t want to buy computers to test new systems, can I rent 

them from you? 

 “Web world” – Online/web services to employees/ citizens and business 

 “Hosting world” – My computer systems are fine, I just want to close my data 

centres and use yours. 

 “SME world” – I want to use your G-Cloud to offer services to my non 

Government customers. UK tax growth, innovation. 

Slide 10 then begins a walkthrough of how this apps store (ASG) can be implemented, 

including aspects like certification procedures for ‘on ramping’ applications into a G-Cloud 

environment. This has since been launched as the CloudStore, where as the BBC describes 

the essential benefit is how it makes it easier for small businesses to participate in 

government business, while also reducing costs for the public sector. 

Innovation Hubs 

These app store models offer Canada huge potential for their innovation ambitions. As 

described in one of the innovation best practice documents from CATA: 

 “CATA believes that market-oriented collaborations models should be evaluated and measures 

should be taken to incent more companies in Canada to act as anchor companies and to 

encourage more SME companies to cluster around large anchor ones with good reach into the 

global markets.” 

This is indeed a powerful idea and model, especially so in the Cloud Computing industry 

and era. With providers like Salesforce.com launching an apps store for the public sector, 

then apps can be developed locally in Canada and then sold globally. 

http://sublive.files.wordpress.com/2011/02/opencanadaandymac.pdf
http://www.bbc.com/news/technology-17096135
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Social Innovation Nation – Monetizing the 

Margins 
In conclusion we can focus on the most important aspects of these trends, in particular how 

they can enable a ‘Social Innovation Nation’ effect. 

The biggest paradoxical challenge that governments face is that local start-up companies, 

the firms that governments know their nation is dependent on for future economic 

prosperity, are those who find it most difficult to participate in government procurement. 

For the right and often wrong reasons government spending is often tied up with a small 

group of large corporation suppliers, in a manner that could be considered counter-

productive to local innovation goals. 

Even more so, key social groups like those in poverty or new immigrants, find it even more 

difficult. This is the type of painful irony that is very important to Canada – The country 

faces a population challenge that is best addressed through immigration influx, but this  

Cloud Computing and open data is such an important technology not just because it 

modernizes technology but because it also modernizes policy. It isn’t scalable to try and 

manually address these types of issues, they need to be achieved systemically, and as the 

UK’s Cloudstore example highlights it`s the new procurement models that make this 

possible. In their case 50% of suppliers on the Cloudstore are small and medium 

businesses. 

This increasing openness can be extended right out to the extremities of society, where the 

most exclusion occurs. Open data can play a key role as it reveals the insights needed to 

understand how to better organize these programs, through helping plan better ‘Business 

Value’ scenarios for open data projects. 

This is nicely explained in this post by Nick Charney. He also says open data will wither in 

a vacuum without ‘supporting activities’ – In short it’s not that great on its own, but it 

blossoms with a surrounding team process of problem analysis, robust R&D method and 

thoughts towards sharing it with a larger group of stakeholders. 

Nick’s use case is a great example: tracking infectious diseases, because it’s the ability to 

define new perspectives on to the data that creates the insights for new treatments. This 

same process can be repeated for other social needs, such that ultimately these new 

technologies will act as a catalyst for the policy innovations that drive real social change 

for all people in Canada, not just those lucky to find themselves in the Ottawa in-crowd.  

http://govinthelab.com/like-monetizing-the-margins-on-creating-public-value-around-the-public-service/
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